


What Is the Ocean Floor 
Like?
s Imagine you are in the 

International Space 
Station, admiring God’s 
handiwork through a 
window.

s How would you describe 
Earth? 



The World Ocean

s The water on Earth’s surface 
makes our planet special.

s What features of the ocean 
can you describe?

s The world ocean is the system 
of waters that covers about 71% of our planet.

s It hold 97% of Earth’s water.

s The ocean is one of the most varied ecosystems God 
created.



The World Ocean

s The features of the ocean floor are as varied as the 
landforms on continents.

s The ocean flood has underwater mountain  ranges, 
canyons, plains, and volcanoes.



The World Ocean

s Ocean water differs 
greatly in depth, salt 
content, and temperature.

s The study of Earth’s ocean 
is called oceanography. 

s Scientists who study the 
ocean are called 
oceanographers.



The World Ocean

s You may think of the ocean as several separate 
bodies of water because different areas have 
different names.

s However, these different areas form a single 
connected body of water.

s The Pacific Ocean contains 
about half of the 
ocean’s water making 
it the largest region.



The World Ocean

s The next-largest region is the Atlantic Ocean.

s The Atlantic reaches from the Americas to Europe 
and Africa.

s It is shallow, compared to other oceans.



The World Ocean

s The Indian Ocean lies mainly in the southern 
hemisphere.

s It borders Africa, Asia, and Australia.

s The Southern Ocean circles Antarctica.

s The smallest region is the 
Arctic Ocean. 

s It surrounds the 
North Pole.



The World Ocean

s Because there are no boundary, water can flow from one 
part of the ocean to the next.

s Sea animals can swim or float from one area to another.

s This is important when it comes to 
protecting the ocean.

s It means pollution in one part of 
the ocean can spread to another 
part of the ocean, causing 
widespread damage that is 
extremely hard to clean up.
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Ocean Pollution



Scripture 
Spotlight

Revelation 15:2 describes something like a sea of glass. 
What characteristics might this sea have that makes 

John say it looks like glass?

If the sea was calm, and the water flat, it might look 
like glass. If it glistens or sparkles when sunlight hits 
the water, the sea might look like glass.



The Ocean Floor

s Earth’s crust is made up of the 
continents and the land 
beneath the ocean.

s The continents are made of 
continental crust.

s Continental crust is made mostly of granite.

s It is about 20-30 miles thick.

s Oceanic crust is thinner and denser than continental crust.

s The crust below the ocean is about 3-6 miles thick and is 
made mostly of basalt.



The Ocean Floor

s You may remember from earlier studies that the 
crust floats on the mantle.

s The movements of the crust are driven by slowly 
moving currents in the mantle.

s New oceanic crust forms at cracks between 
spreading sections of the crust.

s It is there that molten rock 
flows up from the mantle, 
cools, hardens, and pushes 
sections of crust apart.



The Ocean Floor

s This process forms underwater 
mountain chains called mid-ocean 
ridges.

s In some places where oceanic crust 
collides with continental crust, the 
denser oceanic crust slides 
underneath the continental crust and 
sinks into the mantle and melts.

s A deep canyon called an ocean trench 
forms at the boundary between these 
crusts.



How Deep is the Ocean?



Scripture 
Spotlight

Whom does the Bible say the sea belongs to in Psalms 
95:5? Why does it belong to Him?

The psalmist says it belongs to the Lord because He 
made it.



The Ocean Floor
Landforms

s A continent is one of the seven main landmasses on 
Earth.

s A continental shelf is a shallow underwater 
extension of a continent. 
s The width and depth of the shelf varies.

s The depth is usually 
less than 490 ft.



The Ocean Floor
Landforms

s The continental slope is the steeply slanted area 
between the shelf and the ocean floor  found a t 
depths of 660 ft. – 2 miles.

s The continental rise connects the continental slope 
with the abyssal plain.

s An abyssal plain is a flat 
area covered with 
sediment in the deepest 
parts of the ocean floor.

s Abyssal plains are located 
at depths of 2.5-3.7 miles



The Ocean Floor
Landforms

s A mid-ocean ridge is a long underwater mountain 
chain that forms where oceanic crust pulls apart.

s A seamount is a single underwater volcanic mountain 
that does  not reach the surface.
s Examples are the 

17 Emperor Seamounts 
near the Hawaiian 
Islands.



The Ocean Floor
Landforms

s A volcanic island is a volcano that rises above the 
ocean surface and is surrounded by water.
s The islands of Hawaii are volcanic islands.

s An extinct volcano with a flat top that has been 
eroded and submerged below the 
waves is called a guyot.

s An ocean trench is a V-shaped valley 
formed where one section of crust
moves under another.

s A line of volcanoes can form along 
ocean trenches.



The Ocean Floor
Mapping with Sound

s How can scientists map the ocean 
floor?

s Scientists realized that dolphins 
make clicking noises.

s These noises travel through the water as sound waves.

s The sound waves bounce off objects and return to the 
dolphins as an echo.

s Using these echoes, a dolphin can hunt its prey.

s Scientists applied what they learned from dolphins to 
other uses.



The Ocean Floor
Mapping with Sound

s The military used sound waves during WWII to 
locate enemy submarines.

s This is called sonar.

s Scientists applied this technology and used sound 
waves underwater to map 
the ocean floor.

s This is called echolocation.



The Ocean Floor
Mapping with Sound

s From ships, scientists 
send sound waves 
toward the ocean floor.

s The sounds bounce off 
the floor and return as 
echoes.

s Scientists measure the time between the sound 
pulses to find the distance to the bottom.

s These depth readings are used to make maps of the 
ocean floor.



The Ocean Depths

s Scientists describe the ocean in layers.

s Each layer has its own characteristics, such as 
temperature, pressure, amount of sunlight, and the 
organisms that live there.



The Ocean Depths
Sunlight Zone

s The sunlight zone is the uppermost layer of the 
ocean.

s Sunlight reaches to a depth of only about 660 ft. 
below the surface.

s In this zone, there is enough 
light to support photosynthesis.

s Tiny photosynthetic organisms 
in this layer form the basis of 
many ocean food chains.



The Ocean Depths
Twilight Zone

s The twilight zone is below 
the sunlight zone.

s The water temperature 
drops rapidly in the twilight 
zone. 

s Because very little light 
travels past 660 ft. 
photosynthesis does not 
occur here.



The Ocean Depths
Twilight Zone

s Many different types of 
organisms in this zone produce 
their own light, such as certain 
types of squid, fish, jellyfish, and 
worms.

s Chemicals or bacteria produce 
light in these organisms’ bodies.

s This is called bioluminescence.



The Ocean Depths
Midnight Zone

s The midnight zone lies at depths of .6 – 2.5 miles.

s Here, the ocean is completely dark. 

s The water temperature 
plunges to an average of 
39ºF



The Ocean Depths
Abyssal Zone

s Abyssal zone lies below the 
midnight zone.

s Found at depths of 2.5 – 3.7 
miles, it is completely dark 
with temperatures at almost 
freezing.

s Eighty percent of the ocean 
lies in these deep-ocean 
zones.



The Ocean Depths
Ocean Trenches

s Ocean trenches are the 
deepest parts of the ocean.

s The deepest trench is the 
Mariana Trench, which is 
about 35,000 ft. deep.

s To compare, Earth’s tallest 
mountain, Mt. Everest, is 
29,000 ft., and airplanes 
usually fly at an altitude of 
32,000 ft.



The Ocean Depths



The Ocean Depths

s As you travel down from 
the surface toward the 
ocean bottom, there is an 
increase of water above 
your body.

s Water is nearly 800 times denser than air, so it feels 
much heavier.

s As the depth of the water increases, the pressure 
also increases.

s Pressure increases at a rate of one atmosphere for 
every 33 ft.



The Ocean Depth

s This is one reason most people 
explore the ocean only near its 
surface.

s The average depth of the Pacific 
Ocean is about 2.6 miles.

s At that depth, the water pressure is more than 400 
atmospheres.

s This is more pressure that you would feel if you were 
holding up 30 blue whales!



Scripture 
Spotlight

What does Micah 7:19 say God will cast into the depths 
of the sea? What does Psalm 36:6 say is a deep as the 

ocean?

God will cast our sins into the depths of the sea. His 
justice is a deep as the the ocean. (Remember the 
abyssal zone is 2.5 – 3.7 miles deep and the ocean 
trenches can be up to 6.8 miles deep)



The Ocean Depth



Undersea Technology

s Scientists use technology to explore the depths of 
God’s Creation.

s The first deep-sea exploration was in the 1870s.

s Scientists on the British ship Challenger discovered 
thousands of new marine organisms in about four 
years.

s This was the beginning 
of modern oceanography.



Undersea Technology

s One of the most famous oceanographers 
was Jacques Cousteau.

s He helped invent the aqualung.

s It was a breathing device that made 
underwater diving possible.

s The aqualung was the beginning of scuba diving.

s This invention allowed scientists to explore part of the 
world they had never explore.

s However, it still did not allow them to dive to great 
depths.



Undersea Technology

s A submarine is a watercraft that can stay below the 
ocean’s surface for months at a time.

s They flood their tanks with seawater to dive.

s Submarines force the water 
out to rise to the surface.

s Scientists have developed 
small submarines called 
submersibles.



Undersea Technology
s They can use submersibles to explore 

the ocean.

s Submersibles have gripping arms, 
lights, cameras, and other 
equipment.

s Submersibles can be operated by a person inside them or 
by a cable attached to a remote control at the surface.

s Other submersibles can be pre-programmed to explore 
the sea floor on their own.

s Scientists have used them to explore the features of the 
sea floor, marine organism, and even shipwrecks.


